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What is the 

question or change 

that brought you to 

this session today?



WHEN & WHY

STRATEGIC PLANNING
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HOW?

STRATEGIC PLANNING
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STRATEGIC 
PLANNING
PROCESS
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PHASE 1
CONSULTANT/

RESEARCH-LED

Give everyone in your organization an 

opportunity to discuss the effects of change 

and learn from innovations in technology, 

diversity, urbanization, immigration and so 

forth.

See and evaluate your organization from 

outside as others see it; consult and 

interview individuals outside your 

organization and collect their input. 

Gather opinions about your organization’s 

present performance and future direction by 

interviewing your board, staff, volunteers, 

donors, and members; make sure that you 

have heard all opinions.

Determine the key issues that will affect the 

optimal future of your organization.
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PHASE 2
LED BY STEERING

COMMITTEE

Investigate how another organization has 

addressed similar issues.

Draft a strategic plan that aligns with your 

organization’s mission, vision, and mandate 

and addresses the key issues and move the 

organization toward its optimal future. 

Establish long range, qualitative goals that 

take your organization toward a future 

direction. Goals necessarily involve multiple 

functions and multiple departments leading to 

strategic change for your organization.
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PHASE 3
STAFF-LED

Determine, along with your staff, the 

best way to achieve these goals.

Create a coherent and integrated plan, 

coordinate the achievement of your 

organizations’ goals and ensure the 

accomplishment of the activity within the 

budget.

Evaluate the implantation process and 

provide progress insights to guide your 

staff and the board in completing what 

needs to be done. 
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BUDGET PLANNING SCHEDULE

June: Fiscal year budget is adopted at board 

meeting.

July: Finance department issues budget to all staff 

members, with quarterly allocations for each line.

Monthly, throughout the fiscal year: Departments 

receive reports of budget variances and meet with 

their supervisors to discuss if necessary.

September: Senior managers meet with board 

strategic planning committee to lay out the large 

yearly objectives (this can happen earlier in the 

fiscal year if enough key players are available).

Early October: Staff meets with supervisors to 

report on first quarter progress.

Early January: Staff meets with supervisors to 

report on second quarter progress.

Early February: First year-end projections are 

prepared by finance department. Senior managers 

report to each other on progress to date, suggest 

course corrections, and discuss large budget 

variances and year-end projections that need to be 

addressed.

Early April: Staff meets with supervisors to report 

on third quarter progress; finance department 

prepares year-end projection; additional course 

corrections devised, if necessary.

Late May: Senior managers meet with board 

strategic planning committee to report on fiscal year 

accomplishments and projections for year-end.

June: Staff meets with supervisors to report on 

fourth quarter progress; strategic planning 

committee reports on current fiscal year progress to 

the full board.
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WHITNEY

CASE STUDY:

MUSEUM OF

AMERICAN ART
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A SHORT HISTORY

Founded in 1930, the Whitney collects, 

exhibits, preserves, studies, and interprets 

art of the United States in the broadest 

global, historical, and interdisciplinary 

contexts. 

The Whitney opened the doors of its first 

home in 1931 with a mandate to support 

living artists.  At its inception, founder 

Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, both an artist 

and patron of American art, gifted 

approximately 700 objects to begin a 

permanent collection for the Museum that 

today consists of more than 22,000 works 

by over 3,000 artists.
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The Whitney’s signature exhibition, the 

Biennial, is the country's only ongoing 

series devoted to surveying the most 

recent developments in American art. 



THE NEW BUILDING
Guided by a strategic plan that was 

ratified by the Board of Trustees in 2010, 

the Whitney embarked on the next big 

step in its history—a transformational 

expansion and relocation from the 

Upper East Side of Manhattan to the 

up-and-coming Meatpacking District.

On May 1, 2015, the Whitney opened its 

new building with a floor-to-ceiling 

exhibition drawn almost entirely from the 

Museum’s permanent collection.
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A MOMENT TO REFLECT
The Whitney’s opening months brought together a critical acclaim for the inaugural 

exhibition, praise for the architectural design of the building, and record-breaking 

attendance figures that were on track to surpass 1 million visitors in the first year.

Museum staff noticed visitors to the new building seemed different than visitors to 

the uptown building. For example, a diversity of languages spoken in the 

elevators.

The Museum began to raise questions about how it could maintain its core 

principles while pursuing a digital strategy that built upon its initial successes.

The Whitney began to think deeply about its people strategy. Employees were 

finding the resulting expansion at times overwhelming.

The Whitney’s program raised questions about what it means to be the defining 

museum of 20th- and 21st-century American art—and what responsibility the 

Museum might have in the rapidly changing context of the United States
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YOUR ASSIGNMENT
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Critical issues

3-5 Strategic goals and objectives

3-5 Risks



REPORT BACK
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THANK YOU
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